Purpose: Genome-wide sequencing of cell-free (cf)DNA of pregnant women aims to detect fetal chromosomal imbalances. Because the largest fraction of cfDNA consists of maternal rather than fetal DNA fragments, maternally derived copy-number variants (CNVs) are also measured. Despite their potential clinical relevance, current analyses do not interpret maternal CNVs. Here, we explore the accuracy and clinical value of maternal CNV analysis.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, massively parallel shotgun sequencing of cellfree (cf) plasma DNA from pregnant women has become the method of choice for noninvasive prenatal testing (NIPT) of common fetal aneuploidies. The main methodologies in use are either targeted sequencing or genome-wide random massively parallel sequencing. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Although the implementation of NIPT was highly valued because of its high accuracy for detection of fetal trisomy 21, 18, and 13, several studies have now demonstrated that genome-wide analysis also enables the detection of other fetal aneuploidies, segmental imbalances, and even submicroscopic copy-number variations (CNVs). [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Because genome-wide cfDNA profiling interrogates not only fetal DNA but also maternal DNA, maternal genetic variation can be detected as well. Such maternal CNVs can be either of constitutional origin or derived from acquired disorders in which apoptotic tumor cells shed their DNA in the maternal blood. The presence of those maternal CNVs has been shown to confound NIPT interpretation by implying the aberration to be of fetal origin. However, we and others have shown that by analyzing a genome-wide profile, both maternal tumor-derived as well as constitutional CNVs can be distinguished from fetal CNVs because of the distinct copy-number profiles. 6, 16, [18] [19] [20] [21] By analyzing sequencing reads, one can differentiate between the fetal and maternal origin of subchromosomal CNVs, which enables accurate maternal CNV detection. Here, we identified five maternal CNVs deemed of clinical relevance that were reported to the pregnant women and their physicians.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Noninvasive prenatal testing
Peripheral blood samples from 9,882 and 500 pregnant women from Leuven and Antwerp, respectively, were collected from 11 weeks of gestation onward. Blood sampling,
Original research article cfDNA extraction and library preparation were performed as described. 13 Massively parallel sequencing was performed on the HiSeq2500 or NextSeq500 sequencer (Illumina) in fast mode, producing 50-bp or 75-bp single end reads, respectively. The results are part of the routine clinical work-up and paid-for-service. The implementation of NIPT and the interpretation of both fetal and maternal incidental findings were approved by the institutional ethics review board and are consented for by both the referring physician and the pregnant women.
CNV analysis
An overview of the study design is depicted in Supplementary  Figure S1 online. Routine diagnostic analysis of chromosomal Z, ZZ, bin median (BM), and other median (OM) scores in combination with a visual inspection of the genomic representation profiles was performed as described. 13 In this way, clinically relevant maternal aberrations were identified. In addition, copy-number profiling of the Leuven cohort (n = 9,882) was performed by SeqCBS analysis using sequencing data compared to a reference pool of 100 normal samples. 13 SeqCBS is a method based on nonhomogeneous Poisson processes with a change point model. 22 To chart the landscape of nonrecurrent CNVs, copy-variable regions were blacklisted as described. 13 Hereafter, the data were filtered by fold change (FC) and maximum number of CNVs per sample. Specifically, only deletions with FC <0.7 and duplications with FC >1.3 were accepted. Moreover, all samples with more than 20 CNVs across the entire genome were discarded from the analysis. This filtering methodology reduced the number of samples to 9,289 and the total number of CNVs to 76,853. Of those, 1,061 CNVs had a size exceeding 500 kb. For accurate detection of recurrent CNVs, i.e., risk factors for developmental disorders detected in the normal population as listed in Table 1 , copy-variable regions were not masked in the analysis.
Microarray and FISH
Following plasma separation, maternal blood samples were temporarily stored in case further analysis was needed. Genomic DNA from maternal lymphocytes was extracted using the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini QIAcube Kit on the Qiacube robotic workstation according to the manufacturer's instructions. Array analysis was performed using either the 8 × 60K CytoSure ISCA v2 microarray (AMADID 020040, Oxford Gene Technology, OGT, Oxford, UK) for array comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) (cases 1 to 4) or the HumanCytoSNP-12 v2.1 DNA Analysis Kit (Illumina) for the single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array (case 5). Visualization of results and data analysis were performed using the CytoSure Interpret Software (Oxford Gene Technology) and Cartagenia BENCH software (Cartagenia N.V., Leuven, Belgium) in the case of array CGH and GenomeStudio software (Illumina) and using CNV Webstore v2.0 23 in the case of SNP array. Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) was performed according to standard procedures.
RESULTS
Using NIPT-derived genome-wide sequencing data of 9,289 pregnant women, we charted the incidence and landscape of rare CNVs present in the normal population by combining routine diagnostic NIPT analysis with SeqCBS analysis (Supplementary Figure S1 online) . 13, 22 Two groups of CNVs can be distinguished.
First, recurrent CNVs mediated by nonallelic homologous recombination between flanking low copy repeats are, for the majority, proven risk factors for developmental disorders. [24] [25] [26] [27] In a retrospective validation, we compared the incidence of the most frequently detected recurrent CNVs (>500 kb) in a healthy control population with that in the Leuven cohort ( Table 1) . Based on our data, the incidence of such CNVs is almost 0.4%, which is in line with published reports. 27 Not surprisingly, these CNVs are low-penetrant and/or risk factors for late-onset disorders such as hereditary neuropathy with liability to pressure palsies and Charcot-Marie-Tooth.
Second, nonrecurrent CNVs exceeding 500 kb in size (n = 1,061), for which no disease association is currently known in the majority of cases, occurred in approximately 10% of the pregnant women. This incidence is also consistent with current population estimates. 27 The specificity of SeqCBS-based CNV detection has been evaluated previously. 22 As a proof of concept in the present study, and as part of a prospective validation, array CGH was performed on DNA extracted from maternal lymphocytes of 15 samples to confirm the presence of 19 suspected CNVs. In all instances, the maternal origin of the CNV was confirmed. No CNVs over 500 kb were missed by SeqCBS analysis, except for one deletion and one duplication that overlapped with a blacklisted region.
Because the aim of NIPT is to determine the genetic composition of the fetus and not of the supposedly normal pregnant woman, those incidentally detected maternal CNVs are, in principle, not reported. In addition, using the current NIPT analysis pipeline, carriership of the maternal CNV in the fetus cannot be determined. However, in the five cases described here, the detection of the maternal CNV was deemed clearly relevant for the mother, the fetus, or both.
Haploinsufficiency of RUNX1 (case 1)
NIPT was performed for a 41-year-old pregnant woman because of advanced maternal age and maternal anxiety. The genomewide representation profile resulted in an overall chromosome 21 Z-score of −3.3, which is a value compatible with the presence of a fetal monosomy 21. However, the median value of all chromosome 21 subchromosomal bins, referred to as bin median (BM), was −0.2, a value well within the normal range, thereby flagging this potential monosomy as undetermined but excluding a fetal trisomy (Figure 1a) . Visual inspection of the plot identified a localized segmental monosomy (Figure 1a) , and SeqCBS analysis (FC = 0.53) suggested this aberration to be a maternal event. The size was estimated to be approximately 730 kb and the predicted karyotype was nipt Haploinsufficiency for RUNX1 has been shown to cause autosomal-dominant familial platelet disorder with associated myeloid malignancy (FPDMM, OMIM 601399), which is characterized by qualitative and quantitative defects of blood A selection of frequently detected recurrent copy-number variants (CNVs) (>500 kb) detected in the normal population as reported by Coe et al. 27 in comparison to those identified in the present study. Those CNVs are mediated by nonallelic homologous recombination between flanking low copy repeats and are generally risk factors for developmental disorders.
a Cases: n = 9,289. Original research article platelets and a predisposition for the development of myeloid malignancies. 28 Given the clinical relevance of this deletion and the direct consequences for delivery management (i.e., avoiding vacuum extraction), it was reported to the pregnant woman. She appeared to have been followed from childhood for an unknown disorder of thrombocytopenia and platelet dysfunction. However, invasive prenatal testing was not recommended for this indication. Postnatal follow-up of the newborn boy confirmed the inheritance of the RUNX1 deletion from his mother, and he presented a comparable platelet dysfunction with disturbed ATP secretion and thrombocyte aggregation. Given the increased risk for development of myeloid malignancies, clinical follow-up was recommended for both mother and son.
Maternal mosaic segmental deletion of chromosome 13 (case 2)
NIPT was indicated because of maternal age for a 43-year-old woman. The Z-score for chromosome 13 dropped to −17, suggesting the presence of fetal monosomy 13, which, owing to the normal BM, was overruled to an undetermined chromosome call excluding a fetal trisomy (Supplementary Figure S2a Additional FISH analysis to determine the grade of mosaicism confirmed chromosome 13q deletion to be present in approximately 20% of maternal blood cells (data not shown). The molecular karyotype of the fetus was normal upon invasive testing (data not shown). The pregnant woman was informed through her treating obstetrician and genetic counseling is pending.
Maternal unbalanced translocation (case 3)
NIPT was performed at the personal request of a 19-year-old pregnant woman. For this male pregnancy, a very low Z-score of −11.6 for chromosome X was detected, suggesting a maternal monosomy X (Figure 2a) . However, visual inspection of the segmental Z-scores along chromosome X suggested the presence of a terminal deletion of the long arm of chromosome X rather than monosomy X (Figure 2a) . Further inspection of other chromosome-specific Z-score profiles revealed the presence of a terminal duplication of the long arm of chromosome 3, which was also indicated by SeqCBS analysis (FC = 1.51). Array CGH performed on DNA extracted from maternal lymphocytes showed both aberrations to be of maternal origin (Figure 2b) . The presence of both a terminal duplication and a terminal deletion can be indicative of an unbalanced translocation. Metaphase FISH analysis and conventional karyotyping confirmed the presence of an unbalanced translocation t(Xq;3q) in the mother (data not shown). Follow-up invasive testing was performed to determine whether the fetus inherited these abnormalities because it concerned a male fetus, a large proportion (25.2 Mb) of the X chromosome was deleted, and the 1.37 Mb duplication on chromosome 3 overlapped in part with the 3q29 duplication syndrome region. Array CGH of DNA from amniotic fluid cells revealed no unbalanced translocation involving these chromosomes and no known pathogenic CNVs (data not shown). The pregnant woman was informed through her treating obstetrician and genetic counseling is pending.
Maternal interstitial chromosome X deletions (cases 4 and 5)
In case 4, NIPT was performed at 12 weeks of gestation for advanced maternal age (35 years old). Whereas all parameters for chromosomes 21, 18, and 13 for this female fetus were within the normal range, a Z-score of −3.8 and ZZ-score of −6.6 on chromosome X were detected (Figure 3a) . A normal BM of −0.7 suggested the presence of a subchromosomal abnormality rather than a full monosomy. Visual inspection of the genome-wide representation profile indicated an interstitial deletion on the long arm of chromosome X (Figure 3a) . To confirm the probable maternal origin of this large deletion, array CGH on DNA extracted from maternal lymphocytes was performed and confirmed the presence of an 8.7 Mb maternal deletion on chromosome X with the following karyotype: (Figure 3b) . The deletion contained several genes, among which UBE2A, GRIA3, LAMP2, AGTR2, UPF3B, and CUL4B have been shown to be associated with several well-known X-linked intellectual disability (ID) syndromes. 29, 30 Given the clinical significance of the deletion, the family was seen for genetic counseling. Family history was negative with regard to ID. The carrier mother was asymptomatic, as expected, because carriers of an UBE2A mutation are clinically normal and have highly skewed X-inactivation patterns. 31 Because the ultrasound at 15.5 weeks of gestation confirmed the female gender of the fetus, the parents opted not to proceed with an invasive test. They were informed about the occurrence of ID in a boy inheriting this deletion. The indication for carrier testing of other female relatives at risk was also discussed.
In the fifth case, NIPT was performed in a 37-year-old woman because of advanced maternal age. For this female fetus, the genome-wide representation profile showed a Z-score of −5.3 and a ZZ-score of −5.9 for chromosome X, indicative of monosomy X (Figure 4a) . However, upon visual inspection, a segmental deletion on the long arm of chromosome X was observed. The presence of the deletion was verified by SNP array on DNA extracted from the maternal lymphocytes. SNP array results confirmed the presence of a deletion of 8 Mb with the following karyotype: arr[hg19] Xq2 1.1q21.31(81,180,501-89,178,028)×1 (Figure 4b,c) . The deletion contains several genes causing disease upon loss of function, i.e., CHM, ZNF11, and POU3F4. Deletion of the entire coding region is consequently expected to have the same effect. Nonsense, frameshift, or splice-site mutations in CHM cause choroideremia (OMIM 303100), which is characterized by degeneration of the choriocapillaris, retinal pigment epithelium, progressive vision loss, choroidal sclerosis, choroidoretinal degeneration, night blindness, and atrophy around the optic disc. The disease is inherited in an X-linked fashion, with onset in the second to third decade of life. Female carriers are much more mildly affected, explaining why the mother at 37 years of age might not have developed any symptoms. Truncating mutations in ZNF11 cause a recessive, nonsyndromal form of intellectual disability (OMIM 300803). 32 Loss-of-function mutations in POU3F4 cause a recessive form of sensorineural deafness with perilymphatic gusher (OMIM 304400). Mild hearing loss can occur in carrier females. Deletion of at least both CHM and POU3F4 has been described to cause chromosome Xq21 deletion syndrome or choroideremia, deafness, and mental retardation syndrome (OMIM 303110), combining clinical features described for the single genes.
After the mother was informed of the fetal trisomy risk, it was decided to also report this deletion to the mother, despite her carrying a female fetus, for the following reasons: (i) the mother might develop symptoms of choroiderema or hearing loss in the future; (ii) in another pregnancy with a male fetus, there is an indication for invasive prenatal diagnosis for this deletion; and (iii) postnatal microarray testing of the female fetus or of other female relatives is warranted in the case of a planned pregnancy. Invasive prenatal testing was not recommended because the symptoms for carrier females are generally mild. Postnatal follow-up of the newborn girl using SNP array confirmed the presence of the maternal deletion on chromosome X. The girl and her mother were referred to an outpatient otorhinolaryngologist and ophthalmologist. 
DISCUSSION
Genome-wide sequencing of cfDNA from plasma of pregnant women enables the identification of fetal aneuploidies. Even though detection of fetal trisomy 21, 18, and 13 can be performed with high sensitivity and specificity, false-positive and false-negative results still occur. Most discordant results between NIPT and fetal karyotype can be explained by biological events that may occur during gestation, such as placental mosaicism, true fetal mosaicism, and co-twin demise. 10, 33, 34 Because no distinction is made between maternal or fetal sequences in shotgun sequencing, imbalances in the maternal genome usually skew the statistical parameters and scoring system, thereby impairing the accuracy of fetal trisomy detection. NIPT profiles have been shown to be confounded by circulating maternal tumor DNA or by maternal constitutional CNVs, which can result in false-positive results. 6, 16, [18] [19] [20] [21] For instance, age-related loss of the maternal X chromosome in blood cells has been shown to cause false-positive monosomy X results. 10, 12 Also, maternal mosaicism for chromosome segments can be a source of false-positive (case 2 in this article) or false-negative NIPT results.
CNV is one of the most prevalent forms of genetic variation among individuals, and it is known to significantly contribute to phenotypical heterogeneity. 35 The majority of CNVs are considered benign polymorphic variations in healthy individuals. Here, we demonstrate that the analysis and interpretation of those maternal constitutional CNVs are warranted because some turn out to be clinically relevant incidental findings. 36 Often, these incidental findings are looked at as negative aspects of genome-wide screening, similar to the search for secondary variants in exome sequencing. 37 We consider these to provide an opportunity to obtain clinically important information, which can be used to promote the health of the fetus and/or the mother.
Different categories of incidental findings can be distinguished, as demonstrated by the examples presented in this article, as follows: (i) clinically actionable maternal aberrations and (ii) maternal chromosomal abnormalities that, if inherited, are potentially harmful for the fetus. In the first category, the RUNX1 deletion (case 1) can be classified as a congenital disorder that may remain undiagnosed, but with clinical utility of early diagnosis. This disorder is associated with thrombocytopenia and platelet dysfunction. Knowledge of this condition has direct consequences for delivery management. Moreover, the disorder has been associated with myeloid malignancies, and knowledge of the condition will influence follow-up of the patient and his mother. 38 A second category includes chromosomal abnormalities that are asymptomatic in the mother but might be of clinical relevance in the fetus. Upon identification of maternal segmental imbalances by NIPT, mainstream sequencing and analysis methods are inaccurate for determining whether the fetus is a carrier as well and, as a consequence, often warrant reporting if clinically relevant. In the case of mosaic segmental chromosomal 13 deletion in the blood (case 2), chances are high that the imbalance originated during early embryonic development, with an increased chance for germline mosaicism. 39 Hence, the fetus could have inherited this deletion. Such imbalances would either be embryonic lethal or cause severe developmental disorders. For X-autosomal balanced translocation carriers, it is likely that the derivative X chromosome is preferentially active due to the process of X-inactivation. However, in case 3, the mother carries an unbalanced X-autosomal translocation. Because she did not present any developmental anomalies, we presumed that the derivative X chromosome is preferentially inactivated. Because the male fetus has a 50% chance of inheriting the derivative chromosome X, resulting in a segmental nullisomy X, an invasive test was recommended. Nevertheless, for future pregnancies, the unbalanced translocation might affect not only male fetuses but also females. Therefore, even in case of a female pregnancy, the unbalanced translocation would have been reported to the patient. In cases 4 and 5, with an 8.7 Mb deletion and an 8 Mb deletion on the chromosome X, respectively, no invasive tests were recommended because the fetus was female. However, reporting the carriership to the mother could help explain (future) symptoms present in the mother and allows the opportunity for invasive testing in future (male) pregnancies. Moreover, testing carriership of female relatives is warranted for the same reasons.
Broadening the interpretation scope of NIPT to include maternal CNVs raises the question of which CNVs to report. In general, we adhered to the principles put forward in a Belgian consensus statement for invasive prenatal genome-wide screening. 40 Nevertheless, it should be noted that these guidelines are based on invasive prenatal tests that interrogate only the fetal DNA. In contrast, NIPT profiles both fetal and maternal CNVs, and not all recommendations valid for fetal aberrations were or could be applied to maternal incidental findings. The latter are reported if they concern highly penetrant monogenic disorders and have clinical utility. Susceptibility CNVs are genetic risk factors with reduced penetrance and/or variable expression and are associated with phenotypes such as intellectual disability, autism spectrum disorder, epilepsy, and psychiatric disorders. The predictability of the future phenotype resulting from such susceptibility CNVs remains very poor. Although the degree of penetrance has been estimated for several CNVs, large confidence intervals exist.
The current consensus for invasive prenatal chromosomal array testing is to report only fetal CNVs for which the risk for a severe phenotype is sufficiently large and/or that are associated with structural malformations for which ultrasound followup is warranted. In the present study, a selection of recurrent imbalances frequently occurring in a healthy control population was identified in approximately 0.4% of pregnant women (Table 1) , which is in close agreement with the estimated cumulative incidence of these CNVs at birth. 27 We decided not to report these maternal CNVs for two reasons. First, the mother reached reproductive age and thus has to be considered normal or at low risk, and she might or might not know about the presence of the CNV. If the mother knows of her carriership, then it would not change pregnancy management at all. If the mother is unaware, then reporting the CNV during pregnancy will probably induce unnecessary anxiety. Second, NIPT cannot (yet) determine whether the fetus is a carrier of the maternal CNV. Hence, reporting those CNVs has the risk of instigating unnecessary invasive testing. If the fetus is positive, then the mother would be faced with the dilemma of whether to continue her pregnancy for a variant she is carrying herself. However, it can be argued that reporting such incidental findings might, for some CNVs, trigger expert ultrasound follow-up.
In conclusion, identification of maternal CNVs enhances pregnancy management and can be considered an incidental benefit of genome-wide cfDNA profiling. Nevertheless, the identification and reporting of such CNVs pose novel counseling dilemmas that warrant further discussions and the development of societal guidelines.
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